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Plobability'is a huge topic and we won't be able to cover eu".ythinffre. but \\,e can get to some hrasics.
First of all. u'e ma1, classify most probabilities into one of two categones: classicalll, (theoreticallr,)
determined probabi li ties and experimentally determined probabi li ties.

Ciassicallv determined probabilities require that each possible event have an equal chance of occumns.

P(,{) =
number of ways event A mal'occur

totai number of diffbrent outcomes oossible

For example. let 's say I want to know the probabil i ty of rol l ing a "4"'uvith a fair die.

The notation "P(A)" means
"the probabil i ty of event A."

n, rr .  , ,  i , \  number of ways that a "4" mav occur
t ' l  r o l l l n s u  +  l =

number of diff-erent ourcomes

Note that a ' '4" can only
occur in one wav. since there
is oniy one "4" on a die.
Note also that the number of
dift-erent outcomes is 6. srnce
a die has six sides.

Expenmentaliy dctermined probabilities are
obsen,e) several tr ials and count horv many

based on many observations or tnals. We would perform (or
times we get a desired result.

P(A) =
number of t imes event A occurs

total  number of tnals

For example. I may find the probability" of making a free throu in
basketball by going out and attempting a free throw manv times.
Then the probabil i ty rs:

number of times I make a free throw
Ptmakine a frcc thror,r  ;  =

total numbcr of attemots

This is reallv an approxtmation because if I go out the next da1' and do the same expenment, I may get a
different probabiiity. It makes sense that the more attempts I try, the closer the expenmental probability
u ill get to the actual probability. To understand this idea that more trials leads to a better approrimarion.
imagine the cxperiment of flipping a coln.

Because there are two sides (heads/tails) on a fair coin, the theoretical probability for getting "tails"
is % or 0.5. i f  I  only f l ip the coin once and happen to get tai ls, I  would conclude that P(tai ls) = 1.
This is obviously not correct. I must flip the coin many more times to _set a better approximation oI
the theoretical probability. Maybe if I flip the coin 100 times, I get 5-5 taiis. I r.vould conclude that
P(tai is) = 0.55, which is a lot closer to 0.5. I f  I  f l ip the corn 10,000 t imes. I vrould expect ro _qer an
experimental value very close to the theoretical value of 0.5.
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For some probabilities, it is rather easy to find a theoretical value (like the probability of getting "tails"
when flipping a coin). Other probabilities lend themselves to the experimentai approach and it is difficult
and very complicated to find a theoretical value. Sometimes. one can find a theoreticai value and then trv
to venfy it experimentally (as in our experiment of flippin_e a coin several times).

What is the probability of rolling a "7" with a single fair die? The answer is zero, because there isn't a "7"
on the die. So, the probability of an impossible event occurring is zero. What is the probability of rollrng
a number between one and six, inclusive? The answer here is one, since all the numbers on a die are
between one and six, inclusive. So, the probability of an event that is certain to occur is one. All
probabilities therefore, must lie between zero and one, inclusive. We can say this symbolicalli'as
0<P(A )<1 .

For future examples. we will refer to a standard deck of cards. Allow me to
define the contents of the deck for those who have never played cards before.
Even if you know the contents, it wili be nice to have a table of information to
ref-er to.

Color

v
t

.l
*

red ( 2 ,3 .1 ,5 .6 .7 .  E .9 .  10 .  Jack ,  Queen .  K ing .  Ace )

(2 .3 ,  4 .  5 .  6 , I  . 8 .  9 .  10 .  Jack .  Queen ,  K ing ,  Ace )

(2,  3 .  4 .5,  6 .  7 .  8 .  9 ,  10.  Jack.  Queen.  King.  Ace)

(2 ,3 .4 ,5 .6 .1 .8 ,9 .  10 .  Jack .  Queen ,  K in_e ,  Ace )

52 cards total

Addition Ruie

To find probabilities of the form P(A or B). we may employ the addition rule. The probability of A or B
v, ill include the probabiiity of event A occurring, event B occurrine or both events A and B occurring at
the same time on one tnal. The addition rule states:

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B) --------> We must subtract the probability of A and B occumng at
the same time because we don't want to count these
outcomes again. They were already included in P(A)
(counted once) and P(B) (counted twice), so we must
subtract P(A and B) to avoid this double-counrins.

Let's use an example from our standard deck of cards.

What is the probability of being dealt a king or a diamond from a shuffled deck? If we apply the addition
rule to our example (since we are looking for a krng or a diamond, the addition rule applies). we _eet the
following:

Sui t

hearts

diamonds

spades

clubs

= 13 red hearts

= 13 red diamonds

= 13 black spades

= l3  b lack c lubs
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P(king or diamond) = P(king) + P(diamond) - P(king and diamond)

T

There are z[ kings
in the deck and 52
total cards.

P(A and B) = P(A) * P(BlA)

3 of 6

There are i3
diamonds and 52
total cards.

There is one king
of diamonds and
5l total cards.

P(H or S) = P(H) + P(S) - P(H & S)

\-
.z--?->'\\

-:-

13 13 0 26 I ,<-:-r
\ ' ' ' l525252522

Note that there aren't any cards that are both
hearts and spades at the same time. Two
events that cannot occur at the same time arc
said to be mutual lv exclusive.

Multipl ication Rule

Thc muitiplication rule applies to repeated experiments or tnals. Thrs mcans that we are no longer being
dealt oniy one card, but rather ser,erai cards. Before we look at some examples, we need to discuss
independent vs. dependent events. Tr.vo events are said to be independent if the occurrence of one event
does not have an etfect on the likelihood of the other event occumng. Trvo dependent events are events
,"vhere the occurrence of one does influence the probability of the other occurring.

As an example. consider the expenment of being dealt a couple cards from our deck. If I put the first card
I'm dealt back into the deck before being dealt the second card (I'm replacin_e the first card back into the
deck), then the two tnals are independent (I am randomly selecting from 52 cards rn each trial). However.
if I do not replace the first card before being dealt the second. then the two trials are dependent (in the
second trial. I only have 51 cards left to pick from, since the one selected on the first trial is not replaced).
Remember. in the context of the multiplication rule, with replacement means independent and without
replacement means dependent.

So tor independent events, the multiplication rule is

P(A and B) = P(A) * P(B) Note here that P(A and B) ref-ers to the probability of A on one trial and
B on the next trial, not the probability of A and B occumng
simultaneously on one trial, which rs what this notation referred to with
resDect to the addition rule.

And for dependent events. the multiplication rule is

P(BlA) means the probability of event B occurring. given that event A
has already occurrec.
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Let's try some exampies using the multiplication rule.

What is the probability of being dealt a "6" and a"7" (tn that order) with replacement?
Remember that "with replacement" means independent events.

p(6and7)=p(6)*P(7)-- ! .+ = 16 = - l -  =<60;-D
52 52 2',704 169 

-'--/

What is the probability of being dealt two heafis without replacement?

HIHI
156 I ,;-:>.=  =  ( ( l . u ) 5 5 )
2652 I7 

---'/

\

13 12

52  51

If one heart has been removed from
the deck for the second trial, then
there are only 12 hearts left and 51
cards left.

- .
+ * - [ ' =  16  =  4  

I

52 51 2652 663 There are still four 7's in the
deck. but only 51 cards left total.

=@

16

P("6and 7"  o r " land6" )  =  P(6and7)  +  P(7and q  =  
#  

.  
*  

=  
*
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P(H and H) = P(H) * P(

/

The notation means the probability of
being dealt a heart on the second trial,
siven that you've already been dealt a
heart on the first trial.

What is the probability of being dealt a "6" and a"J'1" Note that this problem does not sa) in u'hich order
you are dealt these two cards, nor does it say with or without replacement. We must use a little common
sense to determine these things. When piaying cards. one rarely puts a card thev are dealt hack into the
deck before being dealt the next card, so we will interpret this problem as a "without replacement"
problem. Also. since an order is not given for the tw'o cards, we will have to consider the possrbility of
being dealt a "6" and then a "J" or a "7" and then a "6." Both of these situations are implied in the
question, even though they are not stated explicitly. Often problems will be worded in this fashion. and
rve need to realize which outcomes need to be included in our calculations. Keep this in mind when
interpretrng a problem.

To solve this problem, let's consider first the probability of being dealt a 6 and then a 7:

P(6 and 7) = P(6) * P(716) =

And now the probability of al and then a 6:

P(7 and 6) = P(7) 'F P(617) =
52 51 2652 663

Now we must add these two probabilities together. Remember the addition rule. A {"6 and then a 7"} or
a {"7 and then a 6"i will satisf,v the terms of our expenment, and the "or" tells us to use the addition rule.
It is impossible to get both situations at the same time, so these t\,r'o must be mutually exclusive.
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Let's try some more examples. What is the probability of being dealt five cards and all of them being the
same surt?

This problem will emplov the multiplcation rule since we are talking about repeated trials. Keep in mind
that the problem does not specify which suit the cards have to be. the only requirement is that they are all
the same suit. What this suggests is that the first card may be any suit. Then the subsequent four cards
must match the suit that the first card "decided." The probability of the first card being any suit is one,
since all the cards in the deck have a suit.

P(5 cards with same suit.) - l * !* l l* lo*2=(i loo'ei)
51 50 49 -+8 ------/

After the first card "decides" what all the rest have ro match. there
are i2 cards left of that suit and 51 total cards. The rest of the tnals
are also dependent on the outcomes in previous trials.

We could have considered a similar case. w'here the suit was specified. For example, we could have asked
forthe probabil i ty of being dealt f ive clubs from ourdeck. The only thing that rvouldchange in this
problem is that the first probability would be 13152, since this first draw no longer gets ro "decide" whar
all the others must match. Nou' the first draw is under the constraint that it must be a club. This
probabil i ty would work out i ike this: It  makes sense that this is a smaller

probabiliti, than that of getting 5 cards of
the same suit.  Since we are looking fbr a
more selective outcome. we exDect a lo'uver
probability.

The first card can be any
suit, so the probability for
this tnal is one.

p(5  c tubsr=  11  *  12  '?  I l  *  l0  *  9  =6*** )
51  51  50  49  46

This next problem is more complicated. and your textbook mav not contain examples l ike i t .  I f  you're
feelins comfortable so far. go ahead and take a look and see if l'ou can fbllow along ...

Let's say that we're dealt three cards, and I w'ant to know the probability of eetting at least two cards of
the same suit.

In this situation. we have several things to consider. First. the problem does not state a specific suit, so the
first card can be any suit. We also have to consider the phrase "at least two" which su_qgests that either
two of the cards have matching suits. or all three match. There is also the issue of the order we are dealt
the cards if only two match. We could have our first two cards matching, or the last two matching, or the
first and the last card matching. Let's break this problem down into smaller pieces.

P(at least two out of three cards are of the same suit) = P(two cards have matching suits or all three match)

= P(two cards match suit) + P(all three match)

These two events are mutually exclusil.e, but they are not simple events.'ffi
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P(two cards match suit) ----+ To figure this out, we must consider the order of the cards. Remember that
the first card can be any card, but our matching suit pair could be the first
and second card, the second and third card, or the first and third card. So,
there are three situations that would satisfy the requirements of this
expenment.

If we use additron ruie and add
these up, we will get the probability
of exactly two cards matchin,s suit.

234
425.,- '

- 'L" '

P(two czuds match suit) =

The second card must match the first.
There are 12 cards that match the first
card's suit. The third card must not
match. There are three non-matching
suits of l3 cards each. so 39 cards
that don't match. This same
reasoning applies to the other
oossible outcomes l isted.

as difficult to compute. Again. remember that the
suit. but the next two have to match whatever that

P(all
22
425

three match suit) -

= P(two cards match suit) + P(all three match)

=# + #=.:!u=@
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P(ali three cards match suit) --+ This probability isn't
first card may be any
first cerd "decides."
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So, the probabrlity of getting at least two cards of the same suit when three are dealt is...

P(at least two out of three cards are of the same suit) = P(two cards have matching suits or all three match)

t8
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